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                                                                                                                TEST 10 
 

1- He studied philosophy, but ........... graduation, he realized 
that there weren't many job opportunities .......... this 
subject area. 

 
A) upon/in   B) until/at C) since/with  
D) up to/of  E) before/from 
 

2- He bought a hot dog .......... mustard ........... the street 
vendor. 

 
A) like/on   B) in/by                C) between/with                              
D) amongst/at  E) with/from 
 

3- Rachel had hoped to travel ......... the world after 
graduating from university, but as she couldn't afford to 
do so, she ended up taking a two-week trip .......... 
Bulgaria. 

 
A) on/about  B) round/to  C) in/through                                   
D) across/in  E) along/with 
 

4- The traffic stopped ........... the blind man standing ........... 
the pedestrian cross.  

 
A) for/at   B) about/within  C) with/in                                         
D) from/up   E) along/into 
 

5- Gifted ........ keen insight.......... human character, 
Katharine Mansfield wrote a number of almost perfect 
short stories. 

 
A) about/in   B) in/through  C) with/into                                      
D) along/with  E) in/about 
 

6- Except .......... New Zealand and part of Australia, the 
whole of Oceania lies well ........... the tropics and enjoys 
continuous warm temperatures. 

 
A) to/under   B) at/beyond  C) from/over                                       
D) for/within  E} with/around 
 

7- This land was alien ........... him and he was completely 
unfamiliar ........... its customs.  

 
A) from/upon  B) to/with              C) with/towards                               
D) at/from   E) about/of 
 

8- The cat purred ........... contentment as he was lying .......... 
Rachel's lap. 

 
A) in/with   B) to/among  C) for/around                                     
D) with/on   E) at/upon 
 

9- In the land .......... the blind, the man ........... one eye is 
king. 

 
A) for/in   B) with/on  C)to/by                                             
D) by/of  E) of/with 
 

 
10- Though the entire village was .......... water, no one died 

......... the flood. 
 

A) in/about   B) above/from  C) under/in                                      
D) with/by   E) up/for 
 
 
 

11- Some cities simultaneously solve energy-shortage 
problems and the need to dispose .......... growing 
mountains of organic wastes and garbage ........... 
converting waste into energy. 

 
A) in/at   B) of/by   C) on/for                                             
D) with/into  E) from/of 
 

12- .......... a very early age, the brothers were encouraged to 
paint and draw the people and scenery .......... them. 

 
A) Since/about  B) Before/over  C) After/in                                        
D) From/around  E) During/beneath 
 

13- Much of the confusion felt by adolescents is caused by 
moving .......... an adult world in which relationships are 
quite different ........... those known as a child. 

 
A) in/towards  B) by/until  C) into/from                                       
D) with/for   E) through/by 
 

14- The couple told the babysitter to help herself .......... 
anything she wanted ........... the fridge. 

 
A) to/from   B) about/in  C) with/out of                                 
D) for/around  E) from/down 
 

15- Had he lived, Pol Pot would have been tried .......... 
crimes .......... humanity. 

 
A) for/against  B) about/towards  C) with/from                                      
D) from/into  E) on/along 
 

16- Isaac Singer is famous ........... his invention ........... the 
sewing machine. 

 
A) from/about  B) for/of   C) with/among                                
D) by/with   E) in/for 
 

17- The senator was killed when he opened the package he'd 
received ........... the post, which was filled .......... TNT. 

 
A) by/onto   B) with/from          C) through/with                                
D) round/among  E) from/out 
 

18- The waiter tripped .......... the edge of the carpet and spilt 
coffee ........... the customer's dress. 

 
A) with/across  B) upon/upon  C) on/up to                                      
D) with/about  E) over/over 
 

19- Because he had done things .......... the taw, St Stephen 
was stoned .......... death.  

 
A) within/by  B) against/to  C) without/on                                  
D) about/about  E) by/with 
 

20- The pond was teaming ......... fish but forbidden  ......... 
fisherman. 

 
A) from/by   B) for/with  C) in/about                                      
D) with/to   E) in to/on to 
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21- ......... protection ........... invaders, the Chinese built the 
Great Wall. 

 
A) In/by  B) Of/towards  C) For/from                                         
D) With/without  E) Upon/for 
 

22- By combining the navigational efforts and techniques of 
researchers .......... France and the United States, the 
wreck of the sunken Titanic was found .......... September 
1, 1985. 

 
A) in/since   B) on/during  C) from/on                                        
D) with/in  E) by/until 
 

23- Acid rain is produced when oxides of sulfur, carbon and 
nitrogen ......... burning fossil fuels combine ......... 
moisture in the air, producing hazardous acids. 

 
A) on/up   B) over/for  C) into/in                                           
D) from/with  E) about/to 
 

24- It's shorter to my house from the train station if you go 
......... the park, but it's not safe .......... dark. 

 
A) about/within  B) from/for  C) through/in                                   
D) round/with  E) across/after 
 

25- I wish the neighbours would stop shouting .......... each 
other. It's really getting .......... my nerves. 

 
A) at/on   B) for/with  C) about/to                                       
D) to/from   E) with/by 
 

26- The English actor Gordon Craig devoted much of his life 
.......... thinking about the theatre of the future, and the 
inspiration behind much of the practice and theory in the 
theatre today stems .......... his pioneering  work. 

 
A) in/with   B) to/from  C) by/to                                                
D) like/for   E) for/of 
 

27- Robert Moses, who was for 40 years an important figure 
.......... New York politics, was responsible ............ 
creating several state parks. 

 
A) at/from   B) with/on  C) for/of                                             
D) in/for   E) about/under 
 

28- A music critic must be thoroughly knowledgeable ......... 
the work being performed so that he can comment .......... 
it. 

 
A) with/in   B) about/on  C) beyond/for                                      
D) over/about  E) from/with 
 

29- .......... the Middle Ages in Europe, lists of books not to be 
read were drawn up by the church because certain books 
were thought to be a danger ........... one's spiritual life 
and salvation. 

 
A) Since/by  B) From/for  C) In/from                                            
D) While/of  E) During/to 
 

30- Although the sky ......... the distance was very grey, just 
......... our heads it was bright blue. 
A) in/above   B) within/upon  C) toward/from                                
D) from/onto  E) with/over 

31- Moses Montefiore made a fortune ........... the London 
Stock Exchange, and retired in 1824 to spend his vast 
resources .......... charities, building schools and hospitals. 

 
A) of/from   B) for/with  C) with/at                                          
D) on/to   E) from /on 
 

32- .......... her stroke, my grandmother has confused me 
.......... my father. 

 
A) During/to  B) Since/with        C) Before/about                              
D) Until/by   E) In /from 
 

33- You are entitled .......... three weeks' paid holiday every 
year, in addition .......... the public holidays. 

 
A) in/from   B) with/for  C) for/at                                            
D) to/to   E) by/with 
 

34- I exchanged phone numbers ........... the person 
responsible for purchasing supplies and we agreed to 
meet .......... discussions. 

 
A) to/at   B) from/over  C) with/for                                          
D) about/with  E) for/in 
 

35- Sandy had tried to give .......... smoking cigarettes many 
times, but she was so addicted .......... them that she never 
succeeded. 

 
A) to/with   B) away/by  C) in/ from                                           
D) up/to   E) out/on 
 

36- The Beşparmak Mountains rise ........... Girne, and from 
the top of them, you can see ........... the Mediterranean 
Sea to Turkey. 

 
A) behind/on  B) up/opposite  C) past/beyond                                  
D) over/within  E) above/across 

37- The angry customer said she was amazed ........... their 
rudeness and astounded ........... their lack of 
professionalism. 

 
A) with/in   B) for/from  C) about/with                                  
D) over/through  E) at/by 
 

38- The train arrived .......... York three hours ........... 
schedule. 

 
A) in/behind  B) at/on   C) to/ahead                                    
D) on/of   E) through/off 
 

39- My sister is very interested .......... ballet, but I don't care 
........... it much.  

 
A) at/into   B) to/from  C) with/about                                  
D) in/for   E) for/over 
 

40- The notice hanging from the door said that anyone 
interested in applying .......... the job should apply ........... 
the manager. 

 
A) about/for  B) for/to   C) on/within                                    
D) at/from   E) in/with 
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41- Henry received no response .......... his question ........... 
any of the counsellors. 

 
A) for/about  B) to/from  C) about/with                                   
D) from/among  E) to wards/for 
 

42- Her parents have little respect ........... her opinions, and 
as a result, she has no confidence ........... herself. 

 
A) for/in   B) with/for  C) about/with                                   
D) to/about   E) in/between 
 

43- I 'don't like football as I don't see the point .......... 
watching grown men kicking a ball.......... a field. 

 
A) for/towards  B) with/across  C) in/into                                          
D) from/within  E) of/around 
 

44- I wish my neighbour would keep his dog ........... control. 
It is always attacking me ........... the fence! 

 
A) at/behind  B) on/through  C) in/into                                          
D) under/over  E) by/without 
 

45- He was alienated ......... his peers .......... his powerful 
intellect. 

 
A) to/from   B) from/by C) among/to  
D) with/in  E) between/with 
 

46- The doctors operated .......... Maggie to remove the shards 
of glass .......... her foot. 

 
A) with/into  B) against/in  C) up/out of                                     
D) on/from   E) for/on 
 

47- As the storm raged, the wild sea came ......... the sea wall 
and began to run .......... the road. 

 
A) in/along   B) for/towards  C) over/onto                                     
D) under/with  E) among/across 
 

48- Guess who I bumped ......... yesterday?  Quite ......... 
chance, I met Sibel Can! 

 
A) with/from  B) into/by  C) upon/with                                    
D) for/through  E) about/in 
 

49- When we set ........... for our journey, it was sunny, but 
soon it was pouring ........... rain.  

 
A) out/with   B) in/above  C) about/in                                       
D) off/down  E) into/on 

50- I can't concentrate .......... anything today — it's extremely 
hot and I find this heat too uncomfortable to do anything 
......... . 

 
A) to/about   B) with/on  C) for/under                                     
D) about/with  E) on/in 
 

51- A lot of aid supplies are needed for the refugee camp, 
........... medical supplies, water and sanitation equipment. 

 
A) by accident  B) for a change  C) in particular                                 
D) in trouble  E) without control 
 

52- While campaigns to get the supplies to the area are 
........... the mountainous nature of the area is causing 
some difficulties.  

 
A) for short   B) by far   C) on strike                                      
D) in progress  E) without delay 
 

53- Although the insurance company paid the landlord 
compensation for his damaged property, the local 
residents still suspect that he burnt down his business 
.......... .  

 
A) by mistake  B) on purpose  C) under 
pressure                            
D) without warning  E) at once 
 

54- When the twelve three-year-old boys started eating at the 
party, ............ my living room looked as if something 
nasty had exploded in it. There was brightly coloured 
matter stuck to the walls, the floor and even the ceiling. 

 
A) out of control B) all at once  C) for instance                                 
D) by all means  E) in a hurry 
 

55- Her main complaint, but ........... her only complaint, was 
that the airline refused to deliver her suitcases to her hotel 
when they found them. 

 
A) on a trip   B) in common  C) out of reach                                 
D) at random  E) by no means 
 

56- I used the university's computer program to .......... the 
titles of all the previous research done in this area of 
psychology. 

 
A) close down  B) hold on  C) make for                                      
D) look up   E) carry out 
 

57- He originally ........... the job with channel D television 
studios, but was eventually persuaded to head their show 
when the previous interviewer left. 

 
A) turned down  B) kept out  C) worked out                                  
D) called off  E) showed off 
 

58- Once I foolishly set my sock on fire when I was camping 
and, as our attempts to ........ it ........ failed, I quickly and 
carefully removed it. 

 
A) take/up   B) close/down  C) put/out                                        
D) get/on   E) drop/off 
 

59- Some people .......... on those who wear casual clothes 
and have unkempt hair, but as most of the tyrants of 
history have worn either a suit or a uniform, this doesn't 
bother me. 

 
A) settle down  B) look down  C) see off                                          
D) stand out  E) point out 
 

60- Her mother-in-law is living with them at the moment, but 
Katherine says she doesn't know how long she can ......... 
her constant and unwanted  advice. 

 
A) get on with  B) make up for  C) get out of                                       
D) put up with  E) keep up with 
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